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Abstract: This article addresses the concept of quality risk in outsourcing. Recent trends in outsourcing extend a contract manufac-
turer’s (CM’s) responsibility to several functional areas, such as research and development and design in addition to manufacturing.
This trend enables an original equipment manufacturer (OEM) to focus on sales and pricing of its product. However, increasing
CM responsibilities also suggest that the OEM’s product quality is mainly determined by its CM. We identify two factors that cause
quality risk in this outsourcing relationship. First, the CM and the OEM may not be able to contract on quality; second, the OEM
may not know the cost of quality to the CM. We characterize the effects of these two quality risk factors on the firms’ profits and
on the resulting product quality. We determine how the OEM’s pricing strategy affects quality risk. We show, for example, that the
effect of noncontractible quality is higher than the effect of private quality cost information when the OEM sets the sales price after
observing the product’s quality. We also show that committing to a sales price mitigates the adverse effect of quality risk. To obtain
these results, we develop and analyze a three-stage decision model. This model is also used to understand the impact of recent
information technologies on profits and product quality. For example, we provide a decision tree that an OEM can use in deciding
whether to invest in an enterprise-wide quality management system that enables accounting of quality-related activities across the
supply chain. © 2009 Wiley Periodicals, Inc. Naval Research Logistics 56: 669–685, 2009
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1. INTRODUCTION

Recent trends in outsourcing have extended contract manu-
facturers’ (CM) responsibility to new areas, such as sourcing,
design, and even research and development [5]. For exam-
ple, Flextronics, an electronics contract manufacturer, has
been offering procurement and logistic services to its OEM
customers (www.flextronics.com). Celestica, another CM,
has been designing products for customers, including IBM,
Sun, and Cisco [6]. Several CMs in the pharmaceuticals
industry have been undertaking research and development,
creating a $30 billion drug-development and manufacturing
market [12]. Because of these increasing responsibilities, the
CM essentially determines the OEM’s product quality, which
exposes the OEM to what we refer to as the quality risk. We
define quality as product attributes for which consumers pre-
fer more to less. We define quality risk as lower OEM profit
and product quality in the OEM-CM channel relative to a
vertically integrated firm. We identify two factors that cause
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quality risk. First, the firms may not contract on quality. Sec-
ond, the OEM may not know the CM’s cost to achieve quality.
Our objective is to characterize the effects of each quality risk
factor and to design contracts that maximize the OEM’s profit
by mitigating quality risk. We also study how the OEM’s
product-pricing strategy affects the quality risk factors.

The first factor of quality risk is that the OEM and the
CM may not contract on quality, although consumers and
the OEM may observe quality. The firms may not contract
on quality mainly for three reasons. First, quality is difficult
to measure and verify for a third party such as a court. If
a court cannot articulate the product’s quality level, quality
is unverifiable. Hence, firms cannot contract upon it. Sec-
ond, the firms cannot identify every possible contingency in
advance. Thus, they cannot write a complete contract that
defines what to do in every possible contingency.1 Third, the
OEM faces time-to-market pressure. The OEM may prefer
to proceed with a not-so-perfect product rather than be late to

1 Tirole [35] provides additional discussion on observability and
verifiability, and incomplete contracts.
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the market. Note that the OEM and the CM can contract on
measurable aspects of quality, such as the product’s physical
dimensions, tolerances, and specifications. In this article, our
focus is on noncontractible quality aspects.

As a generic example for noncontractible but observable
quality, consider a hard-drive OEM that uses a CM for a new
model. After the OEM markets the hard-drive, the consumers,
as well as the OEM, observe that the hard-drive makes an
occasional clicking noise because of head-positioning, but
otherwise functions perfectly. The CM could have elimi-
nated this problem by exerting more effort to improve quality.
Because of noise sensitive consumers, this defect affects the
market demand for the hard-drive. The OEM might not have
foreseen this possibility and, hence, may not mention it in the
contract (incomplete contract). Also, proving in court that this
noise is excessive may not be possible (unverifiable quality
factor). Alternatively, the OEM might have anticipated the
problem but chose to introduce this noisy hard-drive rather
than being late to the market (time-to-market).

The second factor of quality risk is the CM’s private quality
cost. We refer to the CM’s cost to achieve a desired quality
level as the CM’s quality cost. The CM’s quality cost includes,
for example, his investments in R&D, production technology,
human resources, product design, and relationships with sub-
tier suppliers. Differences in technical capabilities, efficiency,
experience, connections with other firms, and organizational
structure lead to different CM quality costs. The OEM may
not know the CM’s quality cost because the quality cost com-
ponents are difficult for outsiders to assess. For example,
Sun and GM have teams to learn their suppliers’ cost struc-
tures [19]. Companies such as Technology Forecasters Inc.
offer workshops to educate OEMs on CMs’ cost structures.
Workshop director Charlie Barnhart mentions a gap between
OEMs’ common beliefs and the CMs’ actual cost structures
(http://www.techforecasters.com).

Note that it is not clear which of the two quality risk factors
affects the system more. When does one quality risk fac-
tor play a more important role than the other? When should
an OEM pay more attention to these quality risk factors?
The outsourcing trend enables the OEM to focus on brand
management and pricing, whereas the CM is responsible for
manufacturing and setting the quality level of the final prod-
uct. In this outsourcing relationship, what is the impact of the
OEM’s pricing strategy on the resulting quality and profits?
Intuitively, the CM’s return on his costly effort to achieve a
desired quality level is less than a vertically integrated firm’s
return. When the OEM sets the sales price for the product, she
can perhaps reap the benefit of the CM’s quality investment.
As a result, the CM would be reluctant to exert quality effort.
This creates a tension between the CM and the OEM because
the OEM cannot enforce her desired quality level. Private
CM quality cost further aggravates this tension because the
cost uncertainty makes it difficult for the OEM to provide

incentives to induce high quality. Hence, outsourcing may
result in poor product quality and low channel profit. In this
article, in addition to identifying the quality risk factors, we
also quantify their impact on profits and product quality. We
identify the market characteristics under which these two fac-
tors are most relevant and design contracts to mitigate their
adverse effects.

The software development industry is one example that
entails significant quality risk due to outsourcing. Most soft-
ware outsourcing projects are custom. Quality is generally
unverifiable in a court because software is often perceived
as a service rather than a good [37]. Quality-related costs,
such as the cost to hire better engineers, the cost to test the
product, and the cost of time allocated to the project are
hard to observe by outside parties. If the software developer
does not provide good quality, software bugs that are not
observable in tests may cause trouble later during the exe-
cution of the software. Another example illustrating how an
OEM depends on her CM for quality is from the pharma-
ceutical industry. Pan Pharmaceuticals was the world’s fifth
largest CM of vitamins and health supplements. The Aus-
tralian government suspended the firm’s license to produce
medicines for 6 months because of a quality failure [14]. As a
result, OEMs that outsourced production to Pan Pharmaceu-
ticals faced costly consequences due to product recalls [1].
In this article, we provide a framework that can help quan-
tify how the two quality risk factors may have affected these
companies.

We also use our model and analysis to understand the
impact of new information technologies on profits and prod-
uct quality. For example, outsourcing necessitate OEMs
to use cross-border enterprise management systems. Real-
izing the importance of quality management within and
across the company borders, management information sys-
tem providers, such as MetricStream, started to develop enter-
prise quality and compliance management systems. Gun-
jan Sinha, the chairman of MetricStream, envisions enter-
prise quality management systems to be as common as
the ERP systems, such as SAP and Oracle, of the 90s
(www.metricstream.com). A quality management system
enables the OEM to collect, track, and account for quality
related costs and activities, also revealing CM-specific quality
costs. Documenting quality-related activities and develop-
ing necessary accounting ledgers may enable the OEM and
the CM to contract on quality. On the basis of our analy-
sis, we provide some insights on the value of such quality
management systems.

Finally, we study how the OEM’s product-pricing strat-
egy affects profits and product quality. In our correspondence
with executives from the semiconductor and telecommunica-
tions industries, we observed two opposing product-pricing
strategies. The semiconductor executive advocated setting the
sales price for the product after receiving the products from
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the CM. The telecom executive advocated setting the sales
price before the CM actually started to produce, that is, he
commits to a final sales price in his contract terms with the
CM. We compare the effects of these two pricing strategies
on quality risk. To do so, we first study the supply chain
in which the OEM sets the sales price for her product after
observing the product’s quality. Next, we conduct a parallel
study in which the OEM commits to the sales price in the
contract with the CM before observing the product’s quality.
We compare the effects of the quality risk factors under these
two pricing strategies. Table 2 summarizes our findings.

2. LITERATURE REVIEW

Quality and quality cost both have various definitions.
Our definition of quality is “the product attributes for which
consumers prefer more to less”. This definition is similar
to the user-based definition in Garvin’s [16] classification.
According to this definition, quality is related to customer
satisfaction and fitness for intended use. Our CM quality
cost definition includes the prevention costs (those incurred
to prevent quality problems, such as training and preven-
tive maintenance costs) and the appraisal costs (monitoring
and inspection costs) in Crosby’s [11] classification. Because
the CM in our model provides design and sourcing services,
our quality cost definition also includes costs associated with
performance quality [15]. Performance quality is related to
the functioning and physical characteristics of the product to
satisfy customer expectations.

Majority of quality and supply chain management related
research focuses on the interaction between a supplier’s qual-
ity provision effort and a buyer’s inspection effort. Exam-
ples include Reyniers and Tapiero [28, 29], Tagaras and
Lee [33], Baiman et al. [4], Lim [24], and Sheopuri and
Zemel (manuscript, in preparation). These authors consider
a manufacturing-based quality definition. They define a high
probability of producing nondefective items as good qual-
ity. They consider a variety of schemes to induce high
manufacturing-based quality. Our focus is on quality aspects
that affect the consumer demand in the market, such as satis-
faction and fitness for intended use. We consider a consumer
demand function that is increasing in the quality level and
decreasing in the sales price. The aforementioned authors
do not consider market demand functions. Hence, they do
not capture how the supply chain partners’ interaction affect
the resulting product quality and price both of which affect
consumer demand and profits.

Another group of researchers study outsourcing relation-
ships between OEMs and CMs. For example, Gray, Roth and
Tomlin (manuscript, in preparation) provide empirical evi-
dence that unobservability of quality risk causes the CM to
shirk on quality. The authors develop a metric of quality risk

based on data from the drug industry. Amaral et al. [2] discuss
the risks involved in outsourcing strategic functions to CMs.
The authors propose strategies for outsourcing the procure-
ment function to CMs. Plambeck and Taylor [27] study the
trade-off between pooling and the incentive to innovate when
manufacturing takes place at the CM and innovation takes
place at the OEM. See also Ülkü et al. [36] Gray et al. [13]
and the references therein.

Our article also complements research related to sales-
effort models in which the downstream firm exerts effort to
increase demand. Examples include Taylor [34], Krishnan
et al. [20], and Chen [8]. In sales-effort models, the agent
is located downstream in the chain and the principal can-
not observe the agent’s effort; hence, she cannot act on it. In
our model, the upstream firm, i.e., the CM, exerts demand-
enhancing quality effort. The OEM can observe the agent
CM’s quality provision and can determine the sales price
accordingly. This sequence differentiates the quality-effort
concept from the sales-effort models. To highlight this dif-
ference, one can refer to this class of models as quality-effort
models.

The article also contributes to the principal-agent litera-
ture by considering the interactions between three factors
in an OEM-CM relationship regarding quality: (1) noncon-
tractible quality (moral hazard), (2) CM’s private quality cost
(asymmetric information), (3) OEM’s end-product pricing
strategy. The first two factors result in quality risk. A group
of researchers study the effect of private production cost
information on firms’ profits. Examples include Ha [18] and
Corbett et al. [10]. Chen [7] provides a comprehensive review
of this research stream from the operations management lit-
erature. Another group of researchers study combinations
of the aforementioned factors, albeit not all three together
[9,17,21,23,30]. By modeling and studying the three factors
simultaneously, we quantify their joint effects on profits and
resulting product quality. We also determine when one fac-
tor affects profits and quality more than the others. Doing so
enables us to recommend effective policies to mitigate qual-
ity risk, and to provide insight on the value of recent quality
management systems. Given today’s global supply chains,
our hope is that these results will also contribute to the gen-
eral understanding of the effect of outsourcing and thereby
bring us one step closer to building more efficient supply
chains.

The rest of this article is organized as follows. In Section 3,
we describe the model and solve two benchmark scenarios.
In Section 4, we study a scenario in which the OEM does not
commit to a sales price in the contract with the CM. We con-
sider symmetric information (in Section 4.1) and asymmetric
information cases (in Section 4.2) with respect to the CM’s
quality cost information. In Section 5, we study a scenario
in which the OEM commits to a sales price in the contract.
In Section 6, we compare the results in the no-commitment
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Figure 1. Model timeline: no-commitment scenario.

and commitment scenarios and discuss whether price com-
mitment mitigates quality risk. In Section 7, we conclude and
provide directions for future research.

3. THE MODEL

We consider an OEM (she) that outsources functional
areas, such as design, procurement, and manufacturing to
a CM (he). We use the following linear demand function [as
in 22, 35] to model the market demand for the product:

q = a ! bp + e + !. (1)

The demand parameters a > 0 and b > 0 are common
knowledge. Behind this assumption is the notion that both
the OEM and the CM obtain the demand forecast from a
third party market research firm, such as Gartner/Dataquest.
The OEM sets the sales price p, whereas the CM determines
the quality level e for the product. Because of general demand
uncertainty, demand experiences a market shock ! with zero
mean. We denote the expected market demand as q̄ " E[q].
Note that quality is modeled as an attribute that increases
demand at every sales price. The quality level e captures
the product quality that is determined by the CM and that
is noncontractible.

We consider two scenarios depending on whether the OEM
commits to a sales price in her contract. Figure 1 summarizes
the sequence of events for the first scenario, which we refer
to as the no-commitment scenario. Under this scenario, the
OEM offers a two-part tariff2 with a per unit payment w and
a lump-sum transfer payment t . The CM accepts the offer
if his expected profit is higher than his outside opportuni-
ties, i.e., his reservation profit. Next, the CM determines the
product’s quality level e by exerting costly quality effort. The
OEM observes the quality level, determines the sales price
p to maximize her expected profit, and introduces the prod-
uct to the market. The market shock ! is realized, and the
firms observe market demand. The CM produces to satisfy
the market demand.

2 Two-part tariffs are widely used in the contracting literature and
also in practice because of their simplicity [3, 23].

The sequence of events for the second scenario, which we
refer to as the commitment scenario, is similar. The main dif-
ference from the no-commitment scenario is that at stage 1,
in addition to w and t the OEM determines a sales price p

before observing the quality level, and commits to sell the
product to consumers at this price.

Note that the OEM cannot link the compensation of the
CM to the quality level because quality is noncontractible. In
addition, because of the existence of the market shock !, the
OEM cannot verify the quality level e through the realized
demand. Industries such as semiconductor equipment manu-
facturing and electrical generator manufacturing follow this
outsourcing, make-to-order sequence [32].

The expected profits are given as follows

"OEM = (p ! w)E[q] ! t , (2)

"CM = (w ! c)E[q] ! ke2

4
+ t , (3)

where c is the CM’s unit production cost. The term ke2

4 is
the quality cost, i.e., the cost of providing quality level e and
k is the quality cost parameter. The quadratic form implies
increasing marginal cost of quality level. Division by 4 is for
notational ease in subsequent analysis. This approach is sim-
ilar to Chen [8] who uses e2/2 to model the cost of effort. The
focus of this study is on industries where quality costs are of a
lump-sum variety. For example, in the software and pharma-
ceutical industries, costs related to providing a high quality
software or medicine are mainly incurred during the research
and development phase. In such industries, the effect of prod-
uct quality on the unit production cost is relatively small and
well known.

3.1. The Road Map

Figure 2 summarizes all cases and comparisons considered
in this article. First, we study two benchmarks—integrated
firm and contractible quality. The first benchmark results
are obtained by studying the integrated firm that owns both
the OEM and the CM. The second benchmark results are
obtained by studying the OEM and the CM as two distinct
firms that can contract on quality. Next, we consider two
broad scenarios. The first one is the no-commitment sce-
nario in which the OEM sets the sales price after observing
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Figure 2. Comparing the scenarios. [Color figure can be viewed in the online issue, which is available at www.interscience.wiley.com.]

the CM’s quality provision. The second one is the commit-
ment scenario in which the OEM commits to the sales price
before observing the CM’s quality provision. Within both
of these broad scenarios, we consider two cases depending
on whether the OEM knows the CM’s quality cost informa-
tion: the symmetric and asymmetric quality cost information
cases. We study and compare the outcomes of all these scenar-
ios to quantify the impact of outsourcing on product quality
and profits; i.e., the effects of the two quality risk factors—
noncontractible quality and private quality cost information.
We also determine how committing to a sales price affects
the two quality risk factors.

3.2. Integrated Firm

The integrated firm case can be interpreted as the OEM’s
alternative of in-house production. The integrated firm deter-
mines the product quality and the sales price. Then, the market
shock ! is realized, and the firm produces to meet demand.
The objective is

"I = max
e,p

(p ! c)E[q] ! ke2

4
. (4)

This function is jointly concave in quality level and sales
price. Thus, the firm may determine quality level and sales
price in any order. The following lemma summarizes the
results, where subscript I denotes the optimal values for the
integrated firm. We defer all proofs and auxiliary results to
the appendix and present the main results here.

LEMMA 1: The results for the integrated firm’s problem
are as follows: (a) Sales price pI = ak+c(bk!2)

2(bk!1)
; (b) Quality

level eI = a!bc
bk!1 ; (c) Expected market demand q̄I = bk(a!bc)

2(bk!1)
;

(d) Expected firm profit "I = k(a!bc)2

4(bk!1)
.

The rest of this article discusses outsourcing scenarios with
an independent CM and OEM.

3.3. Contractible Quality

If the OEM can specify a quality level in the contract and
enforce it, then her objective is

max
e,p,t ,w

(p ! w)E[q] ! t (5)

subject to (w ! c)E[q] ! ke2

4
+ t # "CM

R . (6)

The constraint assures that the CM’s expected profit is at least
his reservation profit "CM

R .

PROPOSITION 1: If the quality level e is contractible,
then the OEM can achieve the integrated firm results given in
Lemma 1 by offering a per-unit payment w and a correspond-
ing lump-sum payment t = "CM

R + (w!c)bk(a!bc)
2(bk!1)

+ k(a!bc)2

4(bk!1)2 to
the CM in exchange for the quality level eI of Lemma 1(b).
The CM’s expected profit is "CM

R and the OEM’s expected
profit is "I ! "CM

R .

Proposition 1 characterizes the optimal contract terms and
shows that when quality level is contractible, the channel does
not lose efficiency due to outsourcing. The OEM is effectively
the only decision maker. Hence, she can squeeze out all chan-
nel profits and leave the CM with just enough profit to ensure
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his participation. We remark that when quality is contractible,
whether the OEM commits to a sales price or not is irrelevant
because the CM does not make any decision. We also note
that we will not study the asymmetric cost information when
the quality is contractible. This case is similar to the classi-
cal mechanism design problem and does not yield additional
insights. Our focus is on the noncontractible quality scenario,
for which Section 3.3 serves as a benchmark.

4. NO COMMITMENT TO SALES PRICE

In this section, we consider an OEM that does not com-
mit to a sales price in her contract with the CM. Instead, the
OEM sets the sales price after observing the CM’s quality
provision. First, we analyze the symmetric quality cost infor-
mation case in which the OEM knows the CM’s quality cost
followed by the asymmetric information case.

4.1. Symmetric Quality Cost Information

Recall from Fig. 1 that we model the relationship between
the OEM and the CM as a three-stage game. The following
proposition summarizes the outcome from stages 3 and 2.
The superscript s denotes the optimal values under symmetric
quality cost information.

PROPOSITION 2: When the OEM does not commit to a
sales price in the contract, the outcome from stages 3 and 2 are
as follows: (a) At stage 3, the OEM optimally sets sales price
ps = a+e+bw

2b
to maximize (2). The resulting expected market

demand is q̄s = a+e!bw
2 . (b) At stage 2, the CM optimally

sets quality level es = w!c
k

to maximize (3).

Note from part (b) that a high per-unit payment w induces
the CM to set a high quality level. Similarly, a CM with high
quality cost k sets a lower quality level for the same per-
unit payment. Intuitively, the CM’s investment in quality has
a lower return when setting a higher quality level is costly.
Next, we obtain the optimal values as functions of the per-unit
payment w. We use these results in subsequent analysis.

LEMMA 2: When the OEM does not commit to a sales
price in the contract, the optimal values as functions of the
per-unit payment w are (a) es(w) = w!c

k
; (b) q̄s(w) =

1
2 (a ! c

k
+ w( 1

k
! b)); (c) ps(w) = 1

2b
(a ! c

k
+ w( 1

k
+ b));

(d) "OEMs

(w) = 1
4b

(a ! c
k
+w( 1

k
!b))2 ! t ; (e) "CMs

(w) =
1
2 (a ! c

k
+ w( 1

k
! b))(w ! c) ! (w!c)2

4k
+ t .

We note the pivotal role of the per-unit payment w. The
OEM can increase the per-unit payment as an incentive to
the CM to set a high quality level. In contrast, she uses the

lump-sum payment t to adjust the division of total channel
profit.

Having solved stages 3 and 2, we consider stage 1 at which
the OEM determines the contract parameters w and t by
solving3

max
w,t

(p ! w)q̄ ! t (7)

subject to (w ! c)q̄ ! ke2

4
+ t # "CM

R

(CM’s participation constraint). (8)

The following proposition characterizes the OEM’s opti-
mal two-part contract and provides the resulting optimal
values as functions of the quality cost parameter k.

PROPOSITION 3: When the OEM does not commit to
a sales price in the contract, the OEM’s optimal two-part
contract (ws, t s) under symmetric information is such that
(a) ws = ak+c(b2k2!1)

M
, decreasing in k; (b) t s = "CM

R !
k(a!bc)2(2b2k2!1)

4M2 , increasing in k, where M " b2k2 + bk ! 1.
The CM accepts the contract. The resulting optimal val-
ues are (c) es = a!bc

M
> 0, decreasing in k; (d) ps =

ak(bk+2)+c(b2k2!2)
2M

, decreasing in k; (e) q̄s = b2k2(a!bc)
2M

,
decreasing in k; for 1 < bk < 2 and increasing in k

for bk > 2; (f) The OEM’s optimal profit "OEMs =
k(a!bc)2(b3k3+2b2k2!1)

4M2 !"CM
R is decreasing in k; (g) The CM’s

optimal profit "CMs = "CM
R .

The proposition characterizes the optimal contract terms,
the resulting profits and product quality. In summary, a high
quality cost decreases the OEM’s profit and causes the end
consumers to receive a lower quality product. This is primar-
ily because the OEM optimally offers a low per-unit payment
to the CM knowing that the return on quality will be low.
Specifically, when the cost of quality is high, the CM sets a
lower quality level for a given per-unit payment. Not surpris-
ingly, product quality, sales price, expected market demand,
and the OEM’s expected profit are reduced with high qual-
ity cost. Despite the decrease in both the per-unit payment
and the expected market demand, the CM’s expected profit
remains at "CM

R because the OEM offers a larger lump-sum
payment to ensure the CM’s participation.

More importantly, the proposition enables us to quantify
the impact of quality cost. Note that in practice the CM can
reduce his quality cost by investing in new technologies. He
can, for example, differentiate himself as a design house and
attract talent at a lower cost. Alternatively, the OEM can help

3 One can also apply the CM’s participation constraint at stage 3,
where the OEM sets the sales price. We find that doing so does not
change the solution.
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the CM establish quality management programs. The propo-
sition can be used to quantify how such activities impact
resulting profit and product quality when the cost of quality
is known to both parties.

Next, we characterize the effects of the first quality risk
factor, noncontractible quality, by comparing Propositions 1
and 3. From Proposition 1, we know that contractible quality
benchmark results are the same as the integrated firm bench-
mark results given in Lemma 1. Thus, to find the effects of
noncontractible quality, we compare Lemma 1 with Proposi-
tion 3. This comparison reveals that inability to contract on
quality leads to lower product quality, expected total channel
profit, expected profit for the OEM, sales price, and expected
market demand.

The reason for the inefficiency is an incentive misalign-
ment due to the OEM’s timing of the pricing decision. Essen-
tially, the OEM charges a sales price that is higher than the
per-unit payment to the CM when she sets the market price
after observing the CM’s quality effort. In particular, the CM
considers only his own profit margin while setting the quality
level, and the OEM considers only her own margin while set-
ting the sales price.4 The CM knows that he will not be able to
capture the full benefit of his quality investment, because the
OEM will set the sales price to maximize her own profit after
observing the quality level. Thus, the CM sets a lower quality
level than the channel optimal, resulting in lower OEM profit.

In some cases, the firms may partially contract on quality
at the cost of writing a comprehensive contract, conducting
extensive testing and losing valuable time. The following
proposition provides an upper bound on the value of such
activities. The proposition also quantifies the effect of the
first quality risk factor on the OEM’s profit. The effect of
contractibility on product quality can be obtained similarly.

PROPOSITION 4: When the OEM does not commit to a
sales price in the contract, the value of being able to contract
on the quality level to the OEM is ("I ! "CM

R ) ! "OEMs =
(a!bc)2bk2

4(bk!1)(b2k2+bk!1)
> 0. This value is decreasing in k.

4.2. Asymmetric Quality Cost Information

Here, we address the inefficiency due to private CM qual-
ity cost, the second factor of quality risk. To do so, we study
the case in which quality is noncontractible and quality cost
is the CM’s private information. Consider a CM that can be
of two types5 with respect to quality cost: a low-quality-cost
CM with quality cost parameter kL and a high-quality-cost

4 This incentive misalignment is related to the double marginaliza-
tion problem [31].
5 One can consider extending this two-type asymmetric informa-
tion model to a more general finite-discrete type model although
the analysis becomes more intricate [25].

CM with parameter kH > kL. The belief is such that the CM
has high quality cost with probability # and low quality cost
with 1 ! # .

We define a new function to facilitate the analysis. Using
Lemma 2(e), we write the CM’s expected profit as functions
of the contract parameters, i.e., "CM = v(w, k) + t where

v(w, k) "

!
"""#

"""$

"CM
R ,

1
2

%
a ! c

k
+ w

%
1
k

! b

&&

' () *
q̄

(w ! c) ! (w!c)2

4k
,

w = 0 if the CM rejects

w > c if the CM accepts. (9)

The function v(w, k) summarizes the effects of the per-unit
payment w and the quality cost parameter k on the CM’s
profit at stages 2 and 3. The following lemma describes an
important property of the v(w, k) function that we use in the
analysis.

LEMMA 3: The function v(w, k) has decreasing differ-
ences in k, that is, v(w1, k) ! v(w2, k) is strictly decreasing
in k for all w1 > w2 > c. Thus, a low-quality-cost CM val-
ues an increase in the per-unit payment w more than a high
quality cost CM does.

Before offering a contract, the OEM can presumably ask
the CM to report his quality cost and next she can offer the
contract characterized in the previous section. However, if
the OEM asks the CM for his quality cost report, a low-
quality-cost CM has an incentive to report high quality cost.6

Therefore, the information would not be considered credible.
Hence, the OEM needs to design a mechanism to credi-
bly obtain the quality cost information while maximizing
her profit. Specifically, the OEM can maximize her profit
by designing a menu of contracts. According to the reve-
lation principle [26], to find the optimal menu of contracts
< (wa

L, taL), (wa
H , taH ) >, the OEM can restrict her attention

to the class of truth-telling mechanisms. The OEM solves the
following problem.

6 To observe this outcome, note that Lemma 3 implies v(ws
H , kL) !

v(0, kL) > v(ws
H , kH ) ! v(0, kH ). Adding t sH to both sides, we

obtain v(ws
H , kL)!v(0, kL)+t sH > v(ws

H , kH )!v(0, kH )+t sH = 0.
The right-hand side of this inequality is a high-quality-cost CM’s
rent under symmetric quality cost information, which is equal to
zero from Proposition 3(g). The left-hand side is the rent of a low-
quality-cost CM who reports high quality cost. Because this rent is
positive, a low-quality-cost CM has an incentive to exaggerate his
quality cost.
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max
<(wL,tL),(wH ,tH )>

# [(pH ! wH)q̄H ! tH ]

+ (1 ! #)[(pL ! wL)q̄L ! tL] (10)

subject to

v(wL, kL) + tL # v(0, kL) = "CM
R IRL

v(wH , kH ) + tH # v(0, kH ) = "CM
R IRH

v(wL, kL) + tL # v(wH , kL) + tH ICLH

v(wH , kH ) + tH # v(wL, kH ) + tL ICHL.

The individual rationality constraints IRL and IRH ensure
that both CM types participate in trade. The incentive compat-
ibility constraints ICLH and ICHL ensure that the CM chooses
the contract intended for his type. Note that the function
v(w, k) allows us to cast the problem in the well-known mech-
anism design format by embedding the effects of stages 2 and
3 on the CM’s profit. This function significantly improves the
tractability of the three-stage model.

When choosing a contract at stage 1, the CM considers
the quality level he will set at stage 2 and the sales price
the OEM will set at stage 3. Hence, the contract menu the
OEM prepares at stage 1 determines the solution of all three
stages. The proposition below presents the OEM’s optimal
contract menu and the resulting optimal values at stages 2
and 3. The proposition also compares the results in this asym-
metric information scenario with the results in the symmetric
information scenario from Proposition 3.

PROPOSITION 5: When the OEM does not commit to
a sales price in the contract, under asymmetric quality cost
information, a low-quality-cost CM optimally chooses the
contract (wa

L, taL) where the per-unit payment is not dis-
torted (that is, wa

L = ws
L). A high-quality-cost CM optimally

chooses the contract (wa
H , taH ) where the per-unit payment

is distorted downward (that is, wa
H < ws

H ). The contract
parameters satisfy

wa
L = akL + c

+
b2k2

L ! 1
,

b2k2
L + bkL ! 1

;

wa
H = (akH ! c + b2k2

Hc) + cA

(b2k2
H + bkH ! 1) + A

;

taL = "CM
R ! (a ! bc)2kL

+
2b2k2

L ! 1)

4(b2k2
L + bkL ! 1)2

+ kH (a ! bc)2

4(b2k2
H + bkH ! 1 + A)2

%
kH ! kL

kL

&
;

taH = "CM
R ! (a ! bc)2kH

+
2b2k2

H + 2A ! 1
,

4(b2k2
H + bkH ! 1 + A)2

,

where A = ( 1!#
#

)bkH ( kH

kL
! 1). The results at stages 2 and

3, and their comparisons with the symmetric quality cost
information results are as follows.

Low-quality-cost High-quality-cost
CM CM

(L1) ea
L = es

L (H1) ea
H < es

H

(L2) pa
L = ps

L (H2) pa
H < ps

H

(L3) "CMa

L = "CMs

L (H3) "CMa

H = "CMs

H

+ (wa
H !c)2

4

-
1
kL

! 1
kH

.

(L4) "OEMa

L = "OEMs

L (H4) "OEMa

H < "OEMs

H

! (wa
H !c)2

4

-
1
kL

! 1
kH

.

(L5) q̄a
L = q̄s

L (H5) q̄a
H > q̄s

H

Proposition 5 summarizes the effects of private CM quality
cost, the second factor of quality risk. The results are consis-
tent with the classical mechanism design results. When the
CM has low quality cost, the only difference from the sym-
metric information scenario results is the information rent
that the CM obtains. To reduce this rent, the OEM distorts the
high-quality-cost CM’s per-unit payment wa

H downward. The
high-quality-cost CM responds with a lower quality product,
causing a reduction in the OEM’s expected profit.

Note that the OEM sacrifices a rent to a low-quality-cost
CM just because she considers doing business with a high-
quality-cost CM as well. One may question whether the OEM
should always aim to conduct business with both CM types. In
fact, the OEM is better off by not doing business with a high-
quality-cost CM when (1 ! #)"OEMs

L > "OEMa

holds. The
term (1!#)"OEMs

L denotes the OEM’s expected profit when
she offers a single contract that only a low-quality-cost CM
accepts. In other words, the OEM resolves information asym-
metry by not doing business with a high-quality-cost CM.

COROLLARY 1: When the OEM does not commit to a
sales price in the contract, if the CM’s reservation profit level
"CM

R is above a threshold "CM$
R > 0, then the OEM is better

off by not doing business with a high-quality-cost CM.

In some cases, the OEM may acquire information on the
CM’s quality cost by conducting costly activities, such as
auditing or receiving expert help. The following proposition
provides an upper bound on the value of such activities. The
proposition quantifies the effect of the second quality risk
factor on the OEM’s profit for the no-commitment scenarios.

PROPOSITION 6: When the OEM does not commit to
a sales price in the contract, the value of information on
the CM’s quality cost to the OEM is "OEMs ! "OEMa =
(a!bc)2

4 [ kH (kH !kL)#(1!#)

(b2k2
H +bkH !1)[b2k2

H kL#+bkH (kH (1!#)+kL(2#!1))!kL# ] ] > 0.

4.3. Comparing the Effects of the Quality Risk Factors

Next, we compare the effects of the two quality risk fac-
tors. To this end, we compare the value of contracting on
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Figure 3. Values of contracting and information when a = 10, b = 2, c = 1, kH = 2kL, "CM
R = 5. (a) As a function of kL, when # = 0.3.

(b) As a function of # , when kL = 1. [Color figure can be viewed in the online issue, which is available at www.interscience.wiley.com.]

quality (Proposition 4), with the value of information on
the CM’s quality cost (Proposition 6). Figures 3a and 3b
illustrate the comparison as functions of kL and # , respec-
tively. We observe that the value of contracting is significantly
greater than the value of information (note the scale differ-
ence between the left and right y axes). Table 1 illustrates the
ratio ("OEMI ! "OEMs

)/("OEMs ! "OEMa

) with other para-
meter combinations. The reason behind the relatively low
value of information is the mitigating effect of the OEM’s
pricing power. The OEM can adjust the sales price at stage 3
after observing the CM’s quality provision. As a result, not
knowing the CM’s quality cost does not cause a large reduc-
tion in the OEM’s profit. Thus, the first factor of quality risk
(noncontractible quality) is significantly more important than
the second factor (private CM quality cost) when the OEM
sets the price of the product after observing quality.

5. COMMITMENT TO SALES PRICE

In this section, we consider an OEM that commits to a
sales price in her contract before the CM sets product qual-
ity. Under this price commitment scenario, we study both the

symmetric and asymmetric quality cost information cases.
We compare the results to quantify the effects of the two
quality risk factors when the OEM commits to a sales price.
We also compare the results to those with the no-commitment
scenario to explore how the OEM’s price commitment strat-
egy interacts with the effects of the quality risk factors. Intu-
itively, pricing the product after observing the CM’s quality
provision (i.e., no-commitment) should be an advantage for
the OEM. This is because the OEM can then better stimulate
demand by adjusting the sales price in accordance with the
quality level she observes. However, as we will show, this
intuition turns out to be wrong under both symmetric and
asymmetric quality cost information.

5.1. Symmetric Quality Cost Information

First, we solve the OEM’s problem given a sales price that
she commits to.

PROPOSITION 7: When the OEM commits to an exoge-
nously given sales price p in the contract, the OEM’s optimal
two-part contract (wsp, t sp) under symmetric information is

Table 1. The ratio ("OEMI ! "OEMs
)/("OEMs ! "OEMa

) under different parameter combinations, when a = 10, c = 1, kL = 1, and
"CM

R = 5.

b = 1.2 b = 1.5

kH \# 0.10 0.30 0.50 0.90 kH \# 0.10 0.30 0.50 0.90
1.20 204.08 144.93 153.85 476.19 1.20 142.86 113.64 129.87 500.00
1.50 243.90 133.33 119.05 250.00 1.50 158.73 96.15 95.24 270.27
2.00 384.62 175.44 140.85 212.77 2.00 232.56 119.05 105.26 222.22
4.00 1250.00 500.00 357.14 344.83 4.00 769.23 322.58 243.90 312.50

b = 2.0 b = 4.0

kH \# 0.10 0.30 0.50 0.90 kH \# 0.10 0.30 0.50 0.90
1.20 147.06 129.87 156.25 625.00 1.20 303.03 303.03 400.00 1666.67
1.50 151.52 104.17 111.11 370.37 1.50 277.78 232.56 277.78 1000.00
2.00 217.39 123.46 117.65 303.03 2.00 370.37 270.27 285.71 909.09
4.00 714.29 322.58 263.16 434.78 4.00 1111.11 666.67 625.00 1250.00
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such that (a) wsp = p; (b) t sp = "CM
R ! (a ! bp)(p ! c) !

(p!c)2

k
. The CM accepts the contract. The resulting optimal

values are (c) esp = 2(p!c)
k

; (d) q̄sp = a ! bp + 2(p!c)
k

; (e)

"OEMsp = (a!bp)(p!c)+ (p!c)2

k
!"CM

R ; (f) "CMsp

R = "CM
R .

This proposition provides the solution for a supply chain
in which the sales price is exogenously given as p, rather than
determined by the OEM. This situation may arise for a com-
modity product, for which the sales price is set by the market.
Our primary focus is a supply chain in which the OEM sets
the sales price. This scenario may arise for a custom product
sold exclusively by the OEM. Next, we determine the OEM’s
optimal sales price and profit.

PROPOSITION 8: When the OEM sets her optimal sales
price under symmetric information, she commits to the inte-
grated firm’s optimal sales price; that is, psc = pI =
ak+c(bk!2)

2(bk!1)
. The OEM also sets wsc = psc. The CM’s expected

profit is "CM
R . The OEM’s expected profit is "OEMsc =

"I ! "CM
R = k(a!bc)2

4(bk!1)
! "CM

R . The profit values satisfy
"OEMsc

> "OEMs

, where "OEMs

is the OEM’s profit in the
no-commitment scenario.

This result is counterintuitive at first, because the OEM
appears to give away the advantage of adjusting the sales
price p after observing the quality level that the CM provides.
However, when the OEM knows the CM’s quality cost, she
can foresee the CM’s quality level selection as e = w!c

k
[from

Proposition 2(b)]. She does not need to observe the quality
level. By setting the per-unit payment equal to the sales price
in the market (i.e., wsc = psc), the OEM leaves the whole
profit margin to the CM. The lump-sum payment in this case is
negative, i.e., it is from the CM to the OEM. Hence, the OEM
is selling the business to the CM. Alternatively, the OEM is
selling the license, which is the right to produce and sell the
OEM’s product, to the CM. The CM uses the OEM’s brand,
but otherwise owns the business. When the OEM offers the
CM the full profit margin, the CM acts as the integrated firm,
eliminating the incentive misalignment problem. Thus, non-
contractible quality, the first factor of quality risk, does not
cause inefficiency when the OEM commits to a sales price in
the contract. The following proposition formalizes this result.

PROPOSITION 9: When the OEM commits to the optimal
sales price in the contract, the value of being able to contract
on the quality level to the OEM is ("I !"CM

R )!"OEMsc = 0.

It is well known in principal-agent theory that a princi-
pal can obtain the first-best outcome by leaving the whole
profit margin to a risk neutral agent. Hence, the result in this
section is somewhat expected. The real question is whether
commitment to a sales price increases the OEM’s profit when
the OEM does not know the CM’s quality cost. This question

has not been addressed in the literature before and we explore
it next.

5.2. Asymmetric Quality Cost Information

First, we solve the OEM’s problem given a sales price that
she commits to.

PROPOSITION 10: When the OEM commits to an exoge-
nously given sales price p under asymmetric quality cost
information, a low-quality-cost CM optimally chooses the
contract (w

ap
L , tap

L ) where the per-unit payment is not dis-
torted (that is, wap

L = w
sp
L ). A high-quality-cost CM optimally

chooses the contract (w
ap
H , tap

H ) where the per-unit payment
is distorted downward (that is, w

ap
H < w

sp
H ). The contract

parameters satisfy

w
ap
L = p; w

ap
H = #kLp + c(1 ! #)(kH ! kL)

#kL + (1 ! #)(kH ! kL)
;

t
ap
L = "CM

R ! (a ! bp)(p ! c) ! (p ! c)2

kL

+ (p ! c)2#2kL(kH ! kL)

kH (#kL + (1 ! #)(kH ! kL))2
;

t
ap
H = "CM

R ! (a ! bc)(p ! c)#kL

#kL + (1 ! #)(kH ! kL)

! (p ! c)2#2k2
L

kH (#kL + (1 ! #)(kH ! kL))2
.

The results at stages 2 and 3, and their comparisons with the
symmetric quality cost information results are as follows.

Low-quality-cost High-quality-cost
CM CM

(L1) e
ap
L = e

sp
L (H1) e

ap
H < e

sp
H

(L2) "CMap

L = "CMsp

L (H2) "CMap

H = "CMsp

H

+
+
w

ap
H !c

,2
-

1
kL

! 1
kH

.

(L3) "OEMap

L = "OEMsp

L (H3) "OEMap

H <"OEMsp

H

!
+
w

ap
H !c

,2
-

1
kL

! 1
kH

.

(L4) q̄
ap
L = q̄

sp
L (H4) q̄

ap
H < q̄

sp
H

Next, using Proposition 10 we determine the optimal sales
price for the OEM to commit to. We also compare the OEM’s
expected profit with and without price commitment.

PROPOSITION 11: When the OEM sets her optimal
sales price and commits to it under asymmetric informa-
tion, she optimally commits to pac = a+bc!2c$

2(b!$)
, where

$ = (#kL+(1!#)kH )2!(1!#)kH kL

kH kL(#kL+(1!#)(kH !kL))
. The OEM’s expected profit

with this sales price is "OEMac = (a!bc)2

4(b!$)
! "CM

R . We have
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Figure 4. The values of contracting and information in commitment scenarios when a = 10, b = 2, c = 1, kH = 2kL, and "CM
R = 5.

(a) As a function of kL, when # = 0.3. (b) As a function of # , when kL = 1. [Color figure can be viewed in the online issue, which is available
at www.interscience.wiley.com.]

"OEMac

> "OEMa

, where "OEMa

is the OEM’s profit in the
no-commitment scenario.

On the one hand, commitment to a sales price has the
advantage of eliminating the incentive misalignment with a
low-quality-cost CM (because wac

L = pac from Proposition
10) and mitigating the incentive misalignment with a high-
quality-cost CM. On the other hand, pricing after observing
quality offers the OEM the advantage of adjusting the sales
price depending on the observed quality level. Under asym-
metric information, the OEM cannot foresee the CM’s quality
provision because she does not know the CM’s quality cost.
Nevertheless, Proposition 11 shows that the advantage due
to commitment dominates the advantage due to sales price
adjustment. Thus, the OEM’s profit is higher when she com-
mits to a sales price in the contract, even under asymmetric
quality cost information. The following proposition quanti-
fies the effect of the second quality risk factor on the OEM’s
profit for the commitment scenarios.

PROPOSITION 12: When the OEM commits to the opti-
mal sales price in the contract, the value of information on
the CM’s quality cost to the OEM is "OEMsc ! "OEMac =
(a!bc)2

4 [ #kH

bkH !1 + (1!#)kL

bkL!1 ! 1
b!$

] > 0.

5.3. Comparing the Effects of the Quality Risk Factors

Figures 4a and 4b illustrate the value of contracting (Propo-
sition 9) and the value of information (Proposition 12) in
the commitment scenario. Recall from Proposition 9 that
the value of contracting is zero; whereas, the value of infor-
mation is quite significant. Thus, when the OEM can com-
mit to a sales price, the second factor of quality risk (pri-
vate CM quality cost) is significant, whereas the first factor
(noncontractible quality) is not relevant.

6. CAN PRICE COMMITMENT MITIGATE
QUALITY RISK?

Here, we compare the effects of the quality risk factors
with and without price commitment. Table 2 summarizes the
comparison between the results. The results are based on ana-
lytical comparisons, which are also illustrated numerically in
Figures 3 and 4.

Recall that the value of contracting is zero when the OEM
commits to a sales price (Proposition 9). The OEM can
achieve the contractible-quality scenario results by align-
ing the CM’s incentives with the integrated firm incentives
in the commitment scenario. Hence, the value of contract-
ing is higher when the OEM does not commit to sales price
than when she does. Conversely, we have the following result
regarding the value of information.

PROPOSITION 13: The value of information, (i.e., value
of knowing the CM’s quality cost) is higher for the OEM
when she commits to a sales price in her contract than when
she does not.

Table 2 also shows that the combined effect of
the quality risk factors under the commitment scenario,

Table 2. Effects of quality risk factors.

OEM commitment to sales price

Quality risk factor No-commitment Commitment

1) Noncontractible High Zero
quality (Value
of contracting)

2) Private CM quality Low High
cost (Value of
information)

Combined effect Higher Lower
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Table 3. OEM’s profit comparison, where a = 10, b = 2, c = 1, kL = 1, kH = 2, # = 0.3, and "CM
R = 5.

Symmetric information Asymmetric information Value of information

"OEMs

L "OEMs

H "OEMs
"OEMa

L "OEMa

H "OEMa
"OEMs ! "OEMa

No-commit 4.60 3.42 4.24 4.56 3.38 4.20 0.04
Commit 11.00 5.67 9.40 9.65 3.21 7.72 1.68

"OEMI !"OEMac

, is lower than that under the no-commitment
scenario, "OEMI !"OEMa

. This is because we have "OEMac

>

"OEMa

from Proposition 11. Hence, commitment to a sales
price mitigates quality risk.

We illustrate the value of information comparison with an
example. Table 3 provides the OEM’s profit for a sample
parameter combination under different scenarios. Consider
the asymmetric information scenario. When the OEM com-
mits to a sales price without knowing the CM’s quality cost,
she is exposed to high risk: If the OEM is lucky, the CM
has low quality cost, in which case the OEM’s profit is
9.65. Otherwise, when CM has high quality cost, the OEM’s
profit is 3.21. Note that the corresponding values in the
no-commitment scenario are 4.56 and 3.38. The difference
between the OEM’s profit with a high- and low-quality-cost
CM is lower in the no-commitment scenario, because the
OEM can adjust the sales price after observing the CM’s
quality provision in that scenario. As a result, the second
quality risk factor (and the value of information) is signifi-
cantly more pronounced in the commitment scenario than in
the no-commitment scenario.

Note that in the commitment scenario, the OEM might have
an incentive to change the committed sales price after observ-
ing the quality level that the CM provides. The sales price that
maximizes the OEM’s profit given the quality level can be
different from the committed price. For example, under sym-
metric information, the OEM would prefer to set a higher
sales price than committed, to take advantage of the high
quality level es = eI that the CM provides. Hence, the OEM
can not credibly commit to a sales price. One possible way
to ensure commitment is to monitor the OEM’s pricing pol-
icy to end consumers. An alternative solution is the OEM’s
price commitment to end consumers (in addition to commit-
ment to the CM). In fact, firms often commit to fixed sales
prices for a certain time period and announce these to end
consumers through advertisements. Nakamura and Steins-
son (manuscript, in preparation) provide several examples. In
May 2004, ABB announced that the company would main-
tain the current price levels for their medium voltage products
through the end of 2004. In December 2004, Apple Computer
announced that the prices on the iTunes website would remain
99 cents a track for multiple years. Catalogue sales offer
another alternative for credible price commitment because
the OEM cannot change catalogue prices easily once they
are published. Such costly actions might convince the CM

that the OEM will not change the sales price after observ-
ing the quality level. Note that we do not imply that an
OEM should always commit to a sales price in the contract.
Instead, we suggest that the OEM should compare the gains
from commitment, which we quantify, with the associated
costs.

The results in this section also show that the OEM is more
likely to commit to a sales price when noncontractible qual-
ity is the dominant quality risk factor. This may explain why
the telecom executive preferred commitment (in the example
we provide in the introduction); whereas, the semiconduc-
tor executive preferred pricing after observing quality (i.e.,
no-commitment). Perhaps, the telecom OEM is knowledge-
able about her CM’s cost structure due to the close OEM-CM
relations in this industry. Hence, private CM quality cost fac-
tor is less significant than the noncontractible quality factor,
making commitment strategy more attractive.

Note that not committing to a sales price might allow
the OEM to better react to changes in market conditions.
For example, the OEM may receive better information about
market demand by delaying the pricing decision. Our model
ignores such advantages. If such information is available, our
results could be considered as a possible upper bound on the
value of commitment. Also, the OEM in our model commits
to a single sales price before observing the quality level. One
might consider an alternative in which the OEM commits to
two separate sales prices, such that one price will be used if
the CM is a high-quality-cost type and the other is to be used
if the CM is a low-quality-cost type, which the OEM can tell
from the quality level she observes. However, this alternative
requires the quality level to be contractible. In addition, this
alternative would preclude the OEM from making a price
commitment to end consumers before the introduction of the
product. Apple, for example, announced the price of its 4GB
iPhone in January 2007 as $499, well before the introduc-
tion of the product in the US consumer market in June 2007
(http://www.apple.com/pr/library/2007/01/09iphone.html).

7. CONCLUSIONS

This article combines the moral hazard, information asym-
metry, and product pricing dimensions of the quality problem
in an OEM-CM relationship. Often, the literature assumes
that an OEM and a CM can contract on quality. However,
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Figure 5. OEM’s decision tree regarding investment in QMS. [Color figure can be viewed in the online issue, which is available at
www.interscience.wiley.com.]

as a CM undertakes more advanced responsibilities such
as design and strategic sourcing, contracting on quality and
knowing the cost of quality become difficult for an OEM.
We determine the adverse effects of these two quality risk
factors on profits and product quality. The way quality is
defined, the issue of contracting on quality, and the three
decision stages modeled are relevant for contemporary OEM-
CM relations. Hence, the results of this article can be used
to understand the impact of outsourcing. They may also help
to understand the value of information technologies to better
manage outsourcing relationships. Consider, for example, the
recent enterprise-wide quality management systems (QMS)
that enable the OEM to track quality-related activities across
the supply chain. What is the value of such a system for an
OEM?

The decision tree in Fig. 5 summarizes our recommenda-
tions to an OEM regarding QMS investment, based on the
results of this article. In her decision, the OEM should con-
sider whether quality is contractible, whether she knows the
CM’s quality cost, whether she can price the product in the
consumer market, and whether she can commit to a sales price
in the contract (when she can price the product). For example,
the OEM does not need to invest in such a system when (i) the
market determines the price of the product, or the OEM can
commit to a sales price, and (ii) the cost of achieving a given
quality level is common information. In this case, the OEM’s
optimal strategy is to license or sell the business to the CM.

These two conditions are likely to be satisfied for a commod-
ity (standard) product. If, however, the OEM is outsourcing
a custom product for which she can set the sales price (and
for which she cannot commit to a sales price in the contract),
she cannot eliminate quality risk. Instead, the OEM should
probably invest in a quality management system.

Quality risk in OEM-CM relationships offers a fertile
avenue for future research. For example, some of our assump-
tions, such as the specific form of quadratic quality cost,
can be generalized at the expense of losing some of the
closed-form solutions. These assumptions are common in the
literature and enable us to derive closed-form results while
solving the three-stage model with backward induction. A
more interesting research direction, however, is to investi-
gate the impact of different contract forms, such as quantity
discounts and rebates on the quality risk factors. Another
one is to study the impact of CMs’ growing power in certain
industries. To model this change, one may analyze a relation-
ship in which the CM offers the contract. Also, a CM may
pool production for several OEMs. Studying a scenario in
which (possibly) competing OEMs use the same CM would
be promising. Finally, empirical investigation of the qual-
ity risk factors discussed in this article is also a promising
research direction. Given the outsourcing trend in today’s
global supply chains, we predict that the quality risk con-
cept will become increasingly important and will require
additional research in related issues.
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APPENDIX: PROOFS

For ease of reference, we state two assumptions:

ASSUMPTION 1: a ! bc > 0 holds.

The expected market demand q̄ = a!bp is positive only when a!bc > 0,
because p > c.

ASSUMPTION 2: bk > 1 holds.

The assumption ensures that when price sensitivity b is low, the cost of
quality should be high enough (high k) to prevent the firm from setting an
infinite quality level e and making infinite profit.

PROOF OF LEMMA 1: The Hessian of the objective function in (4) is% !k/2 1
1 !2b

&
. The Hessian is negative definite (because the leading

principal minors satisfy !k/2 < 0 and bk ! 1 > 0 from Assumption 2),
and thus, the objective function is jointly concave in p and e. Simultaneous
maximization gives pI = ak+c(bk!2)

2(bk!1) and eI = a!bc
bk!1 . We find q̄I and "I by

substituting pI and eI into Eqs. (1) and (4).

PROOF OF PROPOSITION 1: The OEM can increase her expected
profit given in the objective function (5) by decreasing t until constraint
in (6) binds. Thus, she sets

t = "CM
R + q̄(w ! c) + ke2

4
. (A1)

Substituting t , the objective function becomes maxe,p q̄(p!c)! ke2

4 !"CM
R .

The objective is equivalent to the objective of the integrated firm problem
in (4). Thus, the OEM achieves the integrated firm solution. Note that w

vanishes from the objective. For any w the OEM chooses, there is a cor-
responding t given in Eq. (A1). We find t by substituting eI and q̄I from
Lemma 1 into Eq. (A1). From the binding constraint in (6), the CM’s profit
is "CM

R ; whereas, the OEM obtains the rest of the integrated firm profit
"I ! "CM

R .

PROOF OF PROPOSITION 2: At stage 3, the OEM chooses a sales price
ps to maximize her expected profit "OEM = (p !w)(a ! bp + e)! t . This
function is concave in p and it is maximized at ps = a+e+bw

2b , for which we
find q̄s = a+e!bw

2 from Eq. (1). At stage 2, the CM anticipates ps and q̄s

values of stage 3. Given the contract parameters w and t , he chooses es to
maximize his expected profit "CM = (w ! c)q̄s ! ke2

4 + t = e (w!c)
2 ! ke2

4 .
This function is concave in e, and it is maximized at es = w!c

k .

PROOF OF LEMMA 2: Parts (a), (b), and (c) follow from substituting
es = w!c

k from Proposition 2 into the q̄s and ps expressions in Proposition
2. Parts (d) and (e) follow from substituting es , q̄s , and ps expressions into
the objective functions in (2) and (3).

PROOF OF PROPOSITION 3: The OEM can increase her expected profit
by decreasing the lump-sum payment t until the CM’s participation con-
straint in (8) binds. The OEM sets this constraint as binding, proving Part
(g). We have

t s = "CM
R ! q̄s (ws ! c) + k(es)2

4
. (A2)

Substituting the above t s , as well as ps and q̄s from Lemma 2, the OEM’s
objective function in (7) becomes

"OEM = 1
4b

%-
a ! c

k
+ w

k

.2
! w2b2

&

! c

2

/

a ! c

k
+ w

%
1
k

! b

&0

! (w ! c)2

4k
! "CM

R . (A3)

The function "OEM is concave in w for
-

1!b2k2!bk
2bk2

.
< 0. This condi-

tion requires bk > 0.62, which is a relaxation of Assumption 2. Recall
that we need bk > 1 to have a solution to the integrated firm prob-
lem. The inefficiency in the decentralized channel allows a wider range
of quality cost parameter k values for a given b value. For bk > 0.62,

"OEM is maximized at ws = ak+c(b2k2!1)

b2k2+bk!1
, which proves Part (a). Under

Assumption 1, ws is decreasing in k. Part (b) follows from substituting
ws , q̄s , es into Eq. (A2). The lump-sum payment t s increases in k for
0 < 2b4k4!2b3k3+3b2k2!bk!1, which holds due to Assumption 2. Parts
(c), (d), and (e) follow from Assumptions 1, 2, and from substituting ws into
the expressions in Lemma 2 (a), (b), and (c). In Part (c), e > 0 due to Assump-
tion 1. Part (f) follows from substituting ws from Part (a) into Eq. (A3). The
function "OEMs

is decreasing in k for 0 < 2b3k3 + 3b2k2 ! bk ! 1, which
holds due to Assumption 2.

PROOF OF PROPOSITION 4: The proof follows from substituting "I

from Lemma 1(d) and "OEMs
and "CMs

from Proposition 3(f) and (g).

PROOF OF LEMMA 3: From Eq. (9), we have v(w1, k) ! v(w2, k) =
1

4k [(w1 ! c)2 ! (w2 ! c)2] + 1
2 [(a ! bw1)(w1 ! c) ! (a ! bw2)(w2 ! c)].

Thus, %(v(w1,k)!v(w2,k))
%k = ! 1

4k2 [(w1 ! c)2 ! (w2 ! c)2] < 0, because
w1 > w2 > c.

PROOF OF PROPOSITION 5: We first prove a lemma that provides the
contract parameters in the optimal menu. Then, we compare the results with
the symmetric quality cost information results.

LEMMA 4: In the solution to the OEM’s problem in (10), the opti-
mal menu’s contract parameters are as follows (a) taL = v(0, kL) !
v(wa

L, kL) + v(wa
H , kL) ! v(wa

H , kH ); (b) taH = v(0, kH ) ! v(wa
H , kH ); (c)

wa
L = ws

L = akL+c(b2k 2
L !1)

b2k2
L+bkL!1

; (d) wa
H = (akH !c+b2k2

H c)+cA

(b2k2
H +bkH !1)+A

< ws
H , where

A = ( 1!#
# )bkH ( kH

kL
! 1).

PROOF OF LEMMA 4: First, observe that the constraint IRL is redundant
at optimality. This follows from v(wa

L, kL) + taL ! v(0, kL) # v(wa
H , kL) +

taH ! v(0, kL) > v(wa
H , kH ) + taH ! v(0, kH ) # 0. The three inequalities

are due to ICLH , decreasing differences property from Lemma 3, and IRH ,
respectively. For Part (b), note that IRH is binding at optimality. Otherwise,
decreasing both tL and tH by the same amount would increase the OEM’s
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expected profit while preserving IRL, and not affecting ICLH and ICHL . To
prove Part (a), first note that ICLH must be binding. Otherwise, decreasing
tL by a small amount would preserve ICLH , relax ICHL , not affect IRH ,
and increase the OEM’s expected profit. We use binding ICLH , and substi-
tute taH from Part (b) to obtain taL = v(0, kL) ! v(wa

L, kL) + v(wa
H , kL) !

v(wa
H , kH ), proving Part (a). Here, v(0, kL) ! v(wa

L, kL) is the payment
required to give the low-quality-cost CM his reservation profit; whereas,
v(wa

H , kL)!v(wa
H , kH ) is his rent in the optimal contract. From Eq. (9), the

rent is

v
+
wa

H , kL

,
! v

+
wa

H , kH

,
=

+
wa

H ! c
,2

4

%
1
kL

! 1
kH

&
> 0. (A4)

Next, we observe that the constraint ICHL is redundant at optimality. Sub-
stituting taH and taL, and using v(0, kH ) = v(0, kL), the constraint ICHL

becomes v(wa
L, kL)!v(wa

H , kL) # v(wa
L, kH )!v(wa

H , kH ). This constraint
is satisfied as a strict inequality due to Lemma 3.

Substituting taH and taL, OEM’s objective becomes max
wL ,wH

# [q̄H (pH !
wH ) ! v(0, kH ) + v(wH , kH )] + (1 ! #)[q̄L(pL ! wL) ! v(0, kL) +
v(wL, kL) ! v(wH , kL) + v(wH , kH )]. We ignore the constants v(0, kH )

and v(0, kL). This function is additively separable in wL and wH :

Section L: max
wL

(1 ! #)[q̄L(pL ! wL) + v(wL, kL)],

Section H: max
wH

# [q̄H (pH ! wH ) + v(wH , kH )]

! (1 ! #)[v(wH , kL) ! v(wH , kH )].

To prove Parts (c) and (d), we solve the two sections separately.

Section L: Substituting v(wL, kL) from Eq. (9) as q̄L(wL ! c)! (wL!c)2

4kL
,

we obtain maxwL(1 ! #)[q̄L(pL ! c) ! (wL!c)2

4kL
]. Substituting q̄L and pL

from Lemma 2, we have maxwL
1

4b [(a ! c
kL

+ wL
kL

)2 !w2
Lb2]! c

2 [a ! c
kL

+
wL( 1

kL
! b)] ! (wL!c)2

4kL
, which is maximized at wa

L = akL+c(b2k2
L!1)

b2k2
L+bkL!1

. Note

that wa
L = ws

L from Proposition 3.
Section H : Substituting v(wH , kH ) from Eq. (9) and the rent v(wH , kL)!

v(wH , kH ) from Eq. (A4), we have maxwH # [q̄H (pH ! wH ) + q̄H (wH !
c) ! (wH !c)2

4kH
] ! (1 ! #) (wH !c)2

4 ( 1
kL

! 1
kH

).
Next, we substitute q̄H and pH from Lemma 2, to obtain

maxwH # [ 1
4bk2

H

(w2
H (1 ! b2k2

H ) + wH [2akH ! 2c ! 2bckH (1 ! bkH )]) !
(wH !c)2

4kH
] ! (1 ! #) (wH !c)2

4 ( 1
kL

! 1
kH

). This function is concave in wH for

#(1 ! b2k2
H ! bkH ) ! (1 ! #)bkH ( kH

kL
! 1) < 0. This inequality holds due

to Assumption 2. Thus, we have wa
H = (akH !c+b2k2

H c)+( 1!#
# )cbkH (

kH
kL

!1)

(b2k2
H +bkH !1)+( 1!#

# )bkH (
kH
kL

!1)
=

(akH !c+b2k2
H c)+cA

(b2k2
H +bkH !1)+A

, where A = ( 1!#
# )bkH ( kH

kL
! 1). Comparing wa

H with

ws
H form Proposition 3, we have ws

H > wa
H because

akH !c+b2k2
H c

b2k2
H +bkH !1

>

(akH !c+b2k2
H c)+cA

(b2k2
H +bkH !1)+A

due to Assumption 1.

Next, we use Lemma 4 to prove Proposition 5. Per-unit payment values
wa

L and wa
H follow directly from Lemma 4(c) and (d). Lump-sum payment

values taL and taH follow from Lemma 4(a) and (b), by substituting v from
Eq. (9), and wa

L and wa
H from Lemma 4. Parts (L1), (L2), and (L5) follow

from Lemma 2 with wa
L = ws

L. Part (L3) follows from Eq. (9), and from
Lemma 4(a) and (b). For Part (L4), observe Part (L3) and that the expected
total channel profit remains the same because eL, pL, and qL values are the
same. Parts (H1), (H2), and (H5) follow from Lemma 2 with wa

H < ws
H .

Part (H3) follows from Eq. (9), Lemma 4(a), (b), and Proposition 3. Part
(H4) is due to the fact that wa

H is suboptimal for the OEM’s problem in (10).

PROOF OF COROLLARY 1: We use the term shutdown alterna-
tive to refer to the OEM’s alterative of not doing business with a
high-quality-cost CM. The OEM prefers the shutdown alternative when
(1 ! #)"OEMs

L > "OEMa
holds. Substituting "OEMs

L from Proposi-
tion 3(f), and "OEMa

from Eq. (A8), this condition becomes #"CM
R !

(a!bc)2

4

1
#

(b2k2
H +A)(b2k2

H +2bkH +A)!bkH

b(b2k2
H +bkH !1+A)2 ! (1 ! #)

k2
H ( 1

kL
! 1

kH
)

(b2k2
H +bkH !1+A)2

2
> 0.

Let &("CM
R ) be the function on the left-hand side of the inequality. We

observe that &(0) < 0 (due to Assumption 2), &(%) > 0, and that &("CM
R )

is a strictly increasing function. Hence, there exists a unique "CM
R value for

which &("CM
R ) = 0 holds. Let this threshold value be "CM$

R . Accordingly,
the OEM prefers the shutdown alternative when "CM

R > "CM$
R , whereas

she prefers working with both CM types when "CM
R & "CM$

R .

PROOF OF PROPOSITION 6: The value of information on the CM’s
quality cost is the difference between the OEM’s expected profit under sym-
metric and asymmetric information scenarios. Let"OCMs

H and"OCMs

L denote
the OEM’s profit under symmetric information, with a high- and low-quality-
cost CM, respectively. From Proposition 3(f), "OEMs = #"OEMs

H + (1 !
#)"OEMs

L becomes

"OEMs = (a ! bc)2

4

3
#kH

+
b3k3

H + 2b2k2
H ! 1

,

+
b2k2

H + bkH ! 1
,2

+ (1 ! #)kL

+
b3k3

L + 2b2k2
L ! 1

,

+
b2k2

L + bkL ! 1
,2

4

! "CM
R . (A5)

Next, we find "OEMa = #"OEMa

H + (1 ! #)"OEMa

L . From Lemma 2(d), we
have "OEMa

H = 1
4b (a! c

kH
+wa

H ( 1
kH

!b))2 !taH . Note that Lemma 2 is valid
under both symmetric and asymmetric information, although we present it
in the symmetric information context. Substituting taH from Proposition 5
and wa

H from Lemma 4(d), we find

"OEMa

H = (a!bc)2

4

3++
b2k2

H + A
,+

b2k2
H + 2bkH + A

,
! bkH

,

b
+
b2k2

H + bkH !1+ A
,2

4

! "CM
R .

(A6)

We have "OEMa

L = "OEMs

L ! (wa
H !c)2

4 ( 1
kL

! 1
kH

) from Proposition 5(L4).

Substituting "OEMs

L from Proposition 3(f), and wa
H from Lemma 4(d), we

obtain

"OEMa

L = (a ! bc)2

4

3
kL

+
b3k3

L + 2b2k2
L ! 1

,

+
b2k2

L + bkL ! 1
,2

!
k2
H

-
1
kL

! 1
kH

.

+
b2k2

H + bkH ! 1 + A
,2

5

6 ! "CM
R . (A7)

From Eqs. (A6) and (A7), we have

"OEMa = #"OEMa

H + (1 ! #)"OEMa

L = (a ! bc)2

43

#

+
b2k2

H + A
,+

b2k2
H + 2bkH + A

,
! bkH

b
+
b2k2

H + bkH ! 1 + A
,2 + (1 ! #)

'

7

8 kL

+
b3k3

L + 2b2k2
L ! 1

,

+
b2k2

L + bkL ! 1
,2 !

k2
H

-
1
kL

! 1
kH

.

+
b2k2

H + bkH ! 1 + A
,2

9

:

5

6 ! "CM
R .

(A8)
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Using "OEMs
from Eq. (A5) and "OEMa

from Eq. (A8), we find the

value of information as "OEMs ! "OEMa = (a!bc)2

4 [ #kH (b3k3
H +2b2k2

H !1)

(b2k2
H +bkH !1)2 !

# [(b2k2
H +A)(b2k2

H +2bkH +A)!bkH ]
b(b2k2

H +bkH !1+A)2 + (1!#)k2
H ( 1

kL
! 1

kH
)

(b2k2
H +bkH !1+A)2 ]. Further simplifications

yield the expression in the proposition. The expression is non-negative due
to Assumptions 1 and 2.

PROOF OF PROPOSITION 7: First, we prove the following lemma that
provides the solution as a function of the per-unit payment w, given a sales
price p that the OEM commits to.

LEMMA 5: If the OEM commits to a sales price p, the resulting optimal
values as functions of the per-unit-payment w are (a) esp(w) = 2(w!c)

k ;
(b) q̄sp(w) = a ! bp + 2(w!c)

k ; (c) t sp(w) = "CM
R ! (a ! bp +

2(w!c)
k )(w!c)+ (w!c)2

k ; (d) "OEMsp
(w) = (a ! bp + 2(w!c)

k )(p!w)! t ;

(e) "CMsp
(w) = (a ! bp)(w ! c) + (w!c)2

k + t .

PROOF OF LEMMA 5: At stage 2, the CM knows that the product will
be sold at the committed price p at stage 3. Given the contract parameters
w and t , the CM chooses a quality level esp to maximize his expected profit

"CM = (a ! bp + e)(w ! c) ! ke2

4
+ t . (A9)

This concave function is maximized at esp = 2(w!c)
k , proving Part (a). Sub-

stituting esp into Eq. (A9), we prove Part (e). Part (b) follows from Eq. (1). At
stage 1, the OEM determines w and t , anticipating esp and qsp. To maximize
her expected profit while assuring the CM’s participation, the OEM solves

max
w,t

q̄sp(p ! w) ! t

subject to q̄sp(w ! c) ! k(esp)2

4
+ t # "CM

R

(CM’s participation constraint).

The OEM sets the CM’s participation constraint as binding, resulting in

t sp = "CM
R ! q̄sp(w ! c) + k(esp)2

4 . Substituting q̄sp and esp, we prove Part
(c). Part (d) follows from substituting q̄sp and esp into the OEM’s objective
function above.

Next, we use Lemma 5 to prove Proposition 7. Substituting t sp from
Lemma 5(c) into "OEMsp

of Lemma 5(d), we obtain "OEMsp
(w) = (a !

bp + 2(w!c)
k )(p ! c) ! (w!c)2

k . This function is concave in w and it is
maximized at wsp = p, which proves Part (a). Other parts follow from
substituting wsp = p into Lemma 5’s results.

PROOF OF PROPOSITION 8: From Proposition 7(e), the OEM’s
expected profit with committed sales price p is

"OEMsp = (a ! bp)(p ! c) + (p ! c)2

k
! "CM

R . (A10)

This function is concave in p due to Assumption 2, and it is maximized at
psc = ak+c(bk!2)

2(bk!1) . This is the optimum sales price to commit for the OEM at
stage 1. When the OEM commits to psc, her expected profit from Eq. (A10) is

"OEMsc = (a!bpsc)(psc!c)+ (psc!c)2

k !"CM
R = k(a!bc)2

4(bk!1) !"CM
R . We com-

pare this profit with the OEM’s expected profit "OEMs
in the no-commitment

scenario from Proposition 3(f). Under Assumption 2, "OEMsc
> "OEMs

because k(a!bc)2

4(bk!1) > k(a!bc)2(b3k3+2b2k2!1)

4M2 .

PROOF OF PROPOSITION 9: The proof follows directly from
"OEMsc = "I ! "CM

R from Proposition 8.

PROOF OF PROPOSITION 10: The proof follows parallel steps to the
discussion in Section 4.2 and the proof of Proposition 5. It is available from
the authors as an addendum to the article.

PROOF OF PROPOSITION 11: From Proposition 10, under asymmetric
quality cost information, the OEM’s expected profit with committed sales
price p is "OEMap

(p) = #"OEMap

H + (1!#)"OEMap

L = # [(p!w
ap
H )q

ap
H !

t
ap
H ] + (1 ! #)[(p ! w

ap
L )q

ap
L ! t

ap
L ]. We substitute q

ap
H from Lemma 5.

Note that Lemma 5 is valid under both symmetric and asymmetric informa-
tion, although we present it in the symmetric information context. Next, we
substitute w

ap
L , wap

H , tapH , and t
ap
L from Proposition 10 to obtain

"OEMap
(p) = (a ! bp)(p ! c) ! "CM

R + (p ! c)2$ , (A11)

where $ = (#kL+(1!#)kH )2!(1!#)kH kL
kH kL(#kL+(1!#)(kH !kL)) . The function "OEMap

(p) is con-

cave in p for b > $ and it is maximized at pac = a+bc!2c$
2(b!$) . Next,

we prove that the concavity condition b > $ holds. Because we have
1
kL

< b under Assumption 2, it suffices to show $ & 1
kL

, which holds if

(#kL + (1 ! #)kH )2 ! (1 ! #)kH kL & kH (#kL + (1 ! #)(kH ! kL)).
Rearranging the terms, this condition is equivalent to #(kH ! kL) & kH

which always hold because kL < kH and # & 1.
Next, we substitute pac = a+bc!2c$

2(b!$) into Eq. (A11) to find "OEMac =
(a!bc)2

4(b!$) ! "CM
R . We compare "OEMac

to the OEM’s profit under no com-

mitment, "OEMa
from Eq. (A8). OEM’s profit is higher under commit-

ment if 1
b!$ >

# [(b2k2
H +A)(b2k2

H +2bkH +A)!bkH ]
b(b2k2

H +bkH !1+A)2 + (1!#)kL(b3k3
L+2b2k2

L!1)

(b2k2
L+bkL!1)2 !

(1!#)k2
H ( 1

kL
! 1

kH
)

(b2k2
H +bkH !1+A)2 , where A = ( 1!#

# )bkH ( kH
kL

! 1). This expression

simplifies to

(kH ! kL)2(# ! 1)#(kH (# ! 1) ! kL#)2 + b3k2
H k3

L#
+
k2
H (# ! 1)2 + k2

L#2 ! kH kL(1 ! 3# + 2#2)
,

D1D2D3
(A12)

! bkL#
+
k4
H (# ! 1)2# ! k4

L(# ! 1)#2 + kH k3
L(# ! 1)2(2# ! 1) ! k3

H kL#(1 ! 3# + 2#2) + k2
H k2

L(1 ! 3# + 3#2)
,

D1D2D3
(A13)

+ b2k2
H k2

L

+
! k2

H (# ! 1)3 + 2kH kL(# ! 1)2(2# ! 1) + k2
L(1 ! 5# + 8#2 ! 3#3)

,

D1D2D3
> 0, (A14)

where D1 = (b2k2
L + bkL ! 1), D2 = (bk2

H ! bkH kL ! bk2
H # ! kL# +

2bkH kL# +b2k2
H kL#), D3 = (!k2

H +kH kL +bk2
H kL !bkH k2

L +2k2
H # !

3kH kL# ! bk2
H kL# + 2bkH k2

L# ! k2
H #2 + 2kH kL#2 ! k2

L#2). This

condition is satisfied under Assumption 2. Hence, under asymmetric infor-
mation, the OEM’s expected profit is higher with commitment to a sales
price.
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PROOF OF PROPOSITION 12: The value of information for the com-
mitment scenario is determined as "OEMsc ! "OEMac

. Let "OEMsc

H and
"OEMsc

L denote the OEM’s profit in the commitment scenario under symmet-
ric information, with a high- and low-quality-cost CM, respectively. From

Proposition 8, "OEMsc = #"OEMsc

H + (1 ! #)"OEMsc

L = (a!bc)2

4 [ #kH
bkH !1 +

(1!#)kL
bkL!1 ] ! "CM

R . Observing "OEMac = (a!bc)2

4(b!$) ! "CM
R from Proposition

11 yields the expression in the proposition. The expression is non-negative
due to Assumptions 1 and 2.

PROOF OF PROPOSITION 13: The proof follows from comparing the
value of information in the no-commitment scenario from Proposition 6 with
the value of information in the commitment scenario from Proposition 12.
The comparison holds due to Assumptions 1 and 2.
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